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Book updated on March. 14, 2018The ”Apple, The Forbidden Truth” series will reveal the shocking
reality Apple fanboys & most of the press (the part which can be pro-Apple biased –Dive within an
in-depth evaluation of Apple's "e. the “iMedia” for short) have been hiding from us for a long
time.-)Noah Pelfan. Hundreds of sources (links to articles and studies representing dozens of hours
of additional reading for those who wish to move deeper) and direct quotes are provided.So.. And
iPhones possess an appallingly high failing rate.You’Dissect more iFans’re going to discover.This
book will be the first rung on the ladder to a complete shift in your perception of Apple’s services
and products.•ve been told and, therefore, what we believe on the subject of Apple items, OSes
and services is fake.t confer Apple any type of superiority.Apple, The Forbidden Truth Vol.See how
they won't admit when Apple makes stingy decisions or just how they acknowledge and defend
choices that are clearly against their own interest as users. In fact we’ On the other hand.In this
second volume of the series, we’ll:•re still going to be stunned by all you’ (and media) methods:
those used to cover up the fact that Apple items absence features, have inferior specifications,
lower battery life, are, in the specific case of iPhones, slower than Google android flagships
etc…•Realize Apple fanboys believe in magic and clarify how and why.• 1, 2 and 3 reveal it all. Yes,
because almost anything we’ i.legendary" integration of hardware and software program (+ iOS
optimization) and prove that it that, a myth. It doesn’This is the (bold) claim created by this book
series. All the inaccuracies, misinformation and lies are uncovered. All of the myths are
debunked.You’Not merely does it start mediocre and messy providers like iTunes, Maps, iCloud
etc… but iOS and macOS are plagued with bugs...These are details you don’t often read within the
mass media or hear from iFans today, do you?Eclectic yet relevant topics such as for example
advertising, economics, psychology, internet protection, tech history and tech in general will be
discussed aswell. Even if you don't agree with the stance of this work (e.g. if you’re an Apple fan),
the knowledge you will acquire thanks to it is worth it. And even if you are quite knowledgeable
about tech, even though you currently think Apple items are relatively overhyped and overpriced,
you’ll actually look for some hilarious iFans’ quotes and also memes and video clips making fun of
them or Apple and its products.ll Expose just how bad Apple really is at software.ll really learn and
find out a whole lot with these books.But most importantly, you’re going to learn the undeniable
truth: Apple's premium image and tremendous success are almost exclusively because of the
myths, baseless claims and lies Apple Fanboys and the iMedia constantly spread. Though, in the
event that you did, that is clearly a good sign, correct?Thank you for taking enough time to read
this long presentation.We have been misinformed, manipulated, lied to. The apps working on iOS
have usually crashed more regularly than those on Android.. enjoy the books. ; Important: All the
points raised and arguments made in this publication series are backed by a mountain of solid
evidence predicated on years of research.
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